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Introduction 

The mapping of rock in recent years has been one of the strengths of orienteering in Australia. This 

has been largely because our granite terrain has presented challenges to mappers which test them 

to their limits particularly in the areas of interpretation and generalisation. Paramount has been the 

need to present to the competitor a map that conforms to the International Specifications, is legible 

to the competitor on the run and presents no surprises to the competitor when entering new 

terrain.  

Mapping evolution: The current mapping styles for granite developed from the WOC85 series of 

maps and was confirmed, standardised and publicised in an annual series of Mapping Workshops 

held up to the early 1990's. ISOM 2000 and more recently ISOM 2017-2 have made changes which 

have impacted on the practices of fieldwork and drawing of rock. These changes are reflected in this 

document. The following is a documentation of what is believed to be current best mapping practice 

in Australia. It must be noted that these are guidelines and not rules. Individual mappers as they gain 

experience will develop their own flexible approach to problems confronting them.  

ISOM 2017-2 specification: For orienteering to be sustained as an international sport then maps 

used in major events should conform to the International Specification for Orienteering Maps 

(currently ISOM 2017-2). Excellent granite maps can be made within these specifications and to 

move outside them is generally undesirable as it puts overseas competitors at a disadvantage when 

competing here, and our own orienteers at disadvantage when competing overseas. 

Implications of Digitisation: ISOM 2017-2 assumes drawing will be done on computer using 

appropriate software – OCAD or Open Orienteering Mapper and will be printed using accessible 

digital technology, generally the CMYK digital process printing. The shift from traditional offset to 

digital CMYK has required changes to the mapping specification to protect map legibility. This 

document updates previous versions to reflect these changes. 

General observations on the fieldwork of rock features 
Generalisation:  Interpretation is based on what the runner sees when entering an area. The mapper 

should not give any great significance to features noticed only after being in an area for some time. 

Basically, we must map the big features well and be prepared to generalise the rest. On the final 

map the larger features must stand out from the clutter of smaller features. 

Representation:  The mapping of the features must be such that the runner can get a realistic 

picture of the terrain by reading ahead on the map. There should be no surprises for the runner 

when entering an area. This is achieved by a combination of generalisation and legible drafting. 

Style differences inevitable:  In many cases there is more than one way to map a feature, the 

fieldworker must be aware of and explore all the options before choosing the best option in the 

context of the feature and the area. Different mappers may well make different judgements. The 

classification of features by the fieldworker becomes a problem at the margins. As a rule of thumb if 

there is an ambiguous choice between use of different symbols then the simplest solution should be 

taken usually using the symbol which has the least impact on the legibility of the map. 

Symbol types and their implications:  The map is made up of three symbol types:  

• area symbols are the only ones most often drawn to correct scale on the map. Sometimes 

minimum area requirements dictate the exaggeration of the size of some smaller area 

features.  
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• Line symbols are generally correct as to length but exaggerated in width. Some line symbols 

may have their length exaggerated to meet minimum length specifications. 

• Point symbols are larger than the feature in every direction. 

The clear distinction between point, line and area symbols must be recognised. The mapping of 

many point features in areas of detail leads to a breakdown in legibility and relative positioning of 

features. The fieldworker must understand the concepts of generalisation, relative positioning, and 

map legibility to map areas of detail. 

Rock and contours:  In areas of rock the landform adheres closely to the rock features. Therefore, 

the contours showing the land shapes must bear the same relationship to rock on the map as it does 

on the ground. Contour shapes are paramount, accurate depiction of contours is essential for 

navigation, the confidence of the orienteer and often provide the most unambiguous control sites 

for the course setter. 

Mapping for the orienteer:  In granite, other rock terrains and all worthwhile orienteering areas 

there is no need to try and create control sites. The map is made for the orienteer, not the course-

setter. The mapper should make a judgement about areas on the map in which any feature mapped 

would be a likely candidate for an unfair control (features in dark green, extremely hazardous areas, 

etc.). Such areas should be mapped in a generalised way so that the hazard is obvious, but they are 

not attractive to an inexperienced course setter for the placement of controls. 

Specification compliance:  With a few minor exceptions where the chosen drafting tool lacks a 

symbol available in the specification (eg OCAD lacks the enlarged boulder cluster), there is no need 

to create new symbols for the final map.  All granite maps for middle and long events should be 

mapped at the specified 1:15,000 scale.  

Gaps and legibility:  The runner will often navigate to avoid large blocks of black areas on the map as 

many black features indicates rough terrain. The gaps between the black areas are highly significant 

to competitive orienteers, these gaps must be reliably and accurately mapped using minimum gap 

specifications outline in ISOM-2017-2. The minimum gap for general point features of the same 

colour is 0.15mm. The gap between passable cliffs must be at least 0.2mm and between two 

impassable cliffs at least 0.25mm. The simplest tool available (and the minimum expected) to test 

gap compliance is the Legibility Tool in OCAD18 or above. This tool has significant limitations. It only 

works for point symbols and only appears to test a single gap width. To do a full test one would need 

to undertake multiple tests using different combinations of symbols and minimum gaps. I doubt any 

mapper will fully undertake this task.  

For a full test of specification compliance, the best available tool is email submission to CheckOMap. 

This service is a volunteer activity supported by Jerker Boman, and availability is intermittent. Use 

sparingly. Unless you can read Swedish, further details can be gleaned by applying Google translate 

and some common inference to the CheckOMap web site.  
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Rock Symbols 
The following notes should be read in close conjunction with the IOF Specifications, they supplement 

the ISOM 2017-2 Specification for Australian conditions. These notes do not replace the 

specification. 

Impassable cliffs – ISOM 2017-2 201 
IOF: “cliff, quarry or earth bank that is so high and steep that it is impossible to pass/climb or is 

dangerous.” 

Showing route choice and danger: Extended lines of impassable cliffs are a hazard to the orienteer 

and a significant determinate of route choice. Any gaps shown whether as full breaks or as a change 

to passable cliff must be both genuinely passable and capable of being recognised by the orienteer 

in competition conditions.  

The use of tags: The use of tags is usually to emphasise particularly dangerous or prominent cliffs. 

The length of the tag in the specification extends 6 metres on the map, and together with the bar of 

5 metres greatly exaggerates the area that an essential line feature covers on the ground. Tags, 

when used, may be shortened at either end of the cliff, but not in the main cliff face. Tags are thus 

often omitted to preserve space on the map. This omission is compliant with ISOM 2017. The tags, 

however, can and should be lengthened to show a feature comprising a sloping cliff that extends for 

a considerable distance. In this case a line feature is used to map to scale an area feature. 

Rounded cliff ends: The "quarter moon" symbol is no longer used to represent cliffs, having been 

replaced by a line with rounded edges. Unlike the previous square edge cliff symbol, the rounded 

edge symbol differentiates cliffs from tracks. The pointed edge symbol was easily differentiated from 

tracks. The omission of the pointed end cliff symbol from ISOM 2017-2 does not enhance the 

mapping of granite terrain.  

Short impassable cliffs: The minimum length of an impassable cliff on the map is 0.6mm. This is 9 

metres in the terrain. Very short cliff faces while technically impassable are mapped using the 

passable rock face symbol if they can be easily passed on all sides and are insignificant in regard to 

route choice. 

 

Figure 1 Impassable rock faces suited to mapping with extended tags 

Figure 2 Impassable rock face unsuited to the use of tags 
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Passable rock face – ISOM 2017-2 202 
IOF: “A passable cliff or quarry. If the direction of fall of the cliff is not apparent from 

the contours, or to improve legibility, short tags may be drawn in the direction 

of the downslope.” 

Tags: Tags should only be added if there is ambiguity over which way the feature faces or if the face 

extends for considerable distance horizontally. 

Minimum symbol size: As with impassable rock faces, ISOM 2017-2 specifies a minimum length of 

symbol for passable rock faces. This is 0.65mm for a cliff symbol without tags. On the ground this is a 

footprint of 9 metres. Clearly it will not be possible to map all small cliff faces if they are densely 

packed in a small area.  

Rocky pit or cave - ISOM 2017-2 203 
IOF: “Rocky pits, holes, caves or mineshafts which may constitute a danger to the 

competitor.” 

Safety: According to the specification this symbol may be used to represent a rocky pit at least 1 

metre deep. In Australian useage this symbol is used to represent dangerous shafts generally only 

found in mining terrain. In granite terrain rocky pits are rarely found, but if they are present and 

represent no danger to the competitor it is best to represent them with the brown pit symbol. 

Boulders - ISOM 2017-2 204, 205 
IOF: “A distinct boulder (should be higher than 1 m), which is immediately identifiable on the 

ground.” 

Minimum size: The ISOM 2012-2 allows for small and large boulders with a drawing diameter of 0.4 

0.5 and 0.6mm. Every boulder on the map should have a minimum height of one metre and be 

immediately identifiable on the ground. The mapper should set minimum sizes for various size 

boulders according to the terrain. Individual boulders should generally conform to the standard 

however other boulders may be mapped if they are particularly distinctive in the terrain.  

Immediately identifiable: A mapped boulder should be immediately identifiable to the competing 

orienteer. Small or marginal boulders not "immediately identifiable" should either not be mapped or 

generalised as part of rocky ground or as part of a boulder field. 

Large boulders are uncommon: The large boulder (205 - 0.6mm drawing size) and medium boulder 

(0.5 drawing size) should be major features in the terrain and be identifiable to the orienteer from 

the distance. On occasion large boulders may be mapped in areas of boulder fields of smaller 

boulders if they are particularly distinctive. As a rule of thumb, no more than 10% of all mapped 

boulders should be large boulders. 

Boulders are impassable: The sides of boulders should be steep. If the feature can be run onto or 

over then other options should be tried - mapped as a high point or combined rock face/contour for 

larger features.  

Stacked boulders: The boulder symbols are also used for boulders which are split, shattered or piled 

on top of each other, interpretation is based on what the orienteer sees when entering the area. 

Interpretation in the field can present some problems. If there is doubt on first viewing the feature, 

then it should be viewed from a distance from all sides and mapped as its majority view. 

Interpretation must not be done through close up examination of the feature. 
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Figure 3 A distinct boulder 

Figure 4 Indistinct boulders best mapped with rocky ground symbol, if mapped at all. 

Rock pillars/cliffs – ISOM 2017-2 206 
IOF: “A gigantic boulder, rock pillar or massive cliff shall be represented in plan shape. The objects 

can vary in shape and width.”  

Use for enormous boulders and rock pillars only: This is an area feature showing a massive boulder 

to scale. It does not make sense for this symbol to be used for both rock pillars (massive boulders) 

and cliffs as the orienteer cannot picture in advance what the terrain will look like. It is Australian 

practice to only use this symbol for massive boulders which can be shown as area features to the 

correct scale on the map. Like all features these boulders are mapped from the orienteer’s 

viewpoint, that is the impression gained when running into and through an area rather than a close-

up examination of the feature. Thus, slits or cracks in the rocks are ignored if the overall impression 

is of a single entity. Sometimes the size of the feature must be exaggerated to ensure it stands out 

from the surrounding point symbols of small, medium, and large boulders which in turn take up 

much more room  on the map than their true size would indicate.  

For high features: Australian practice generally reserves this symbol for features which are not only 

massive but also are very high. Options for lower features include circular rock faces, rock face plus 

contour or high point. 

 

 

  

Figure 5 Large boulder features best mapped using symbol 206 
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Boulder cluster – ISOM 2017-2 207 

IOF: "A small distinct group of boulders so closely clustered that they cannot be marked individually. 

The boulders in the cluster should be higher than 1 m. A boulder cluster must be easily identifiable as 

a group of boulders."  

Boulder Field or Boulder Cluster: The key words in the definition are “small and distinctive”. The 

same group of boulders may be mapped as a boulder cluster or a boulder field depending on the 

surrounding context. The boulder cluster is a point symbol, and the feature should be restricted in 

area (at least smaller in area than the footprint of the symbol) with clearly defined edges. Such a 

feature is too small to be represented by the two triangles of a boulder field. A rule of thumb is that 

if the feature would not make an unambiguous control site, or the areal extent exceeds the footprint 

of OOM symbol 207.1 (25% enlarged boulder cluster) then it should be mapped as a boulder field 

rather than a boulder cluster. This understanding differs from the rule of thumb that has been 

sometimes used in Australia – that if the boulders as a group are not passable and is prominent, it is 

a cluster, but if an orienteer is able to pass through the feature, then it is a boulder field. This rule of 

thumb is not fully compatible with ISOM17-2. This is discussed further at the end of the document. 

 

Figure 6 Example of a European boulder cluster shown in the IOF OMap Wiki and two Australian boulder clusters. 

 

Figure 7 Some more marginal boulder cluster decisions. Cluster, boulder or boulder field? 

Stacked boulders not a cluster: A boulder on top of another boulder is not a boulder cluster but an 

individual boulder.  

Distinctive boulders within the cluster: If the cluster includes a boulder that is significantly higher 

than the others then the significant boulder should be mapped with the appropriate symbol and the 

others either generalised as boulder field or left off. 

Symbol enlargement: It is permitted to enlarge this symbol by 25% for particularly large and 

prominent boulder clusters. An enlarged symbol is provided in the Open Orienteering Mapper 
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symbol set but not in the OCAD symbol set. The mapper using OCAD should create the enlarged 

symbol for themselves, or alternatively use the Swedish Orienteering Federation symbol set. 

Boulder field – ISOM 2017-2 208, 209 

IOF – “An area which is covered with so many scattered blocks of stone that they 

cannot be marked individually.” 

In the field: This is a symbol which will show the extent and shape of the area covered by groups of 

boulders. It is used for: 

• an area of three or more mappable boulders which cannot be drawn to scale 

• an area of mixed boulders and near boulders, the individual boulders within which cannot 

be drawn so they are immediately identifiable to the competing orienteer. Such an area can 

include passable rock faces as part of the boulder field. 

• a group of smaller boulders associated with a larger rock feature  

The boulder field symbol is first and foremost an area symbol composed of arranged point symbols. 

Point and area symbols: OCAD and OOM offer the boulder field symbol as both a point and area 

symbols. The area symbols (208, 209) are rarely used in Australian mapping. The area symbols do 

not allow the precision needed to represent the nature of the small boulder fields generally found in 

Australian granite terrain. A clearly defined edge of a boulder field is sometimes used as a control 

site; therefore, the map representation must closely reflect the terrain. This can usually only be 

achieved by drawing individual boulder field symbols. The remainder of this section refers only to 

the use of arranged point symbol boulder field. 

True point symbol: Pre-ISOM 2017-2, granite maps have often used the individual boulder field 

symbol as a hand drawn area symbol. In ISOM 2017-2 the boulder field symbol is composed of true 

point symbols with a fixed size. Drafting will generally require individual rotation of each boulder 

field point symbol.  

Fixed size of point symbols: ISOM 2017-2 specifies the size of the symbol as a triangle with sides 0.5, 

0.6 and 0.8mm. An enlargement of 20% is permitted to show significant difference of size of 

boulders within the boulder field. There is a 20% enlarged symbol in the OCAD and OOM symbol sets 

(208.002 or 208.2). This enlargement is not available in the area symbols 208 and 209. Reduction in 

the size of the symbol is not allowed in ISOM 2017-2. 

 

Figure 8 A boulder field in the foreground. Maybe the two boulders on the left are prominent enough to be mapped.  
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Symbol density: Runnability within the boulder field is 

shown by the density (spacing) of the triangles. The 

ISOM 2017-2 specifies a maximum centre to centre 

separation of 1.2mm for passable boulder fields and 

0.6mm for dense boulder fields that impede running. No 

minimum allowable separation is specified, but the 

minimum gap between symbols of 0.15mm should be 

observed. In practice there is no convenient means of 

measuring centre to centre distances, so the standard 

measure of a 0.15mm gap test should be applied. 

Minimum number of point symbols: The specification 

requires that single boulder field triangles are not be used except when in association with another 

rock feature. When a single triangle is used with an associated rock feature it should be orientated 

so that its shape best reflects the feature. 

 

Stony ground – ISOM 2017-2 210, 211, 212 
IOF: " Stony or rocky ground which reduces runnability..." 

Areas and dots: Like the boulder cluster symbol, the stony ground 

symbol is a representation of an areal feature built of point objects, in 

this case black dots of 0.2mm width. OCAD and OOM provide three 

different area symbols of differing densities to represent different 

running speed impacts of stony ground. Both drafting programs also 

provide a single dot symbol which can be used to draft detailed stony 

ground shapes. The specification calls for the placement of black dots to 

be random. Only the more recent versions of OCAD and OOM are 

capable of producing this random placement. Conversion between OOM 

and OCAD using the OCAD12 format loses the randomness specified for 

the areal symbols. On Australian maps the individual dot symbol is 

commonly used, with the area symbols being less common. 

The remainder of this section deals with the use of the single 

dot symbol. 

 

Australian generalisation: Australian practice uses the stony ground 

symbol to show significant rock which is not shown with the other 

symbols as well as rocky/stony ground which affects runnability. The 

stony ground symbol is sometimes also used to represent what are 

effectively line features of rock often found along ridges.  

Individual dot placement for accurate representation: The edges and 

density of the dots used are decisions taken in the field and the position 

of each rocky ground dot is placed deliberately to reflect the appearance 

of the feature to the orienteer. The drawing of the edges of the stony 

ground is critical as a clearly defined edge will often be a control site. The stony/rocky ground will 

often include marginal boulders and rock faces which should be included as part of the black dot 

Figure 11 Stony ground as a 
linear feature 

Figure 10 Regular and irregular dot areal 
symbol from old and newer software 
versions 

Figure 9 A dense boulder field of larger boulders 
meriting the use of the enlarged boulder field symbol. 
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symbol. Boulders or rock faces which are immediately identifiable in the area must be drawn so that 

they are immediately identifiable within the stony ground symbol.  

Dot limitations: Each stony ground feature must be composed of at least three dots. Dots must not 

be arranged in obvious lines which might be confused with vegetation boundaries. It follows that 

open land requires less attention to straight lines of dots as there will be no vegetation boundary. 

Dot gaps: The allowable gap between dots is between 0.05 and 0.4mm. Theoretically the first close 

distance represents running speed reduced to 20% and the maximum distance represents 60-80% 

running speed. Where rocky ground is interspersed with other rock features, this relationship 

between density and speed is hard to maintain as the drafter must also maintain a minimum gap of 

0.15mm between all dots and other rock features.  

Ambiguity of representation: A problem has arisen where there are two distinctive rocky ground 

types in the one terrain. This happens in the situation where there are both distinctive rocky 

outcrops and areas of ankle-breaking slow run stony ground. This can happen in terrain with sections 

of metamorphic rock on the edge of granite intrusions to the landscape (metamorphic aureoles). 

This situation has in the past been managed with the use of visibly different dot sizes. This does not 

conform to ISOM 2017-2. 

 

Figure 12 Rock detail between two boulders best represented with individual black dot placement 

Figure 13 Stony ground fight - a candidate for the use of the area symbol for stony ground (volcanic terrain) 

Bare rock – ISOM 2017-2 214 
IOF: “A runnable area of rock without earth or vegetation should be shown as bare 

rock. An area of rock covered with grass, moss or other low vegetation, shall not be 

shown using the bare rock symbol.” 

Moss and bare rock: There is a continuum between bare rock to moss covered rock to clearing. In 

Australia practice is to include the lichen covered rock within the bare rock with the clearing being 

mapped in the relevant yellow. 

Passability: In granite terrain sloping bare rock may be runnable to the competitor going uphill but 

be a passable or even impassable cliff going downhill. In this situation the bare rock is mapped with 

the tagged cliff symbol superimposed. Runnability is judged by the mapper as in dry conditions, the 

competitor must make their own assessment in actual competition conditions. 

Minimum area: IOF: “If there is room on the map and the area feature is prominent and significant it 

can be mapped even if it is smaller than the footprint of the minimum size area or narrower than the 

footprint of the minimum width. However, it must always be exaggerated to meet the minimum 

graphical dimensions”. In ISOM 2017-2 the minimum area for a bare rock area on the map is 

equivalent to a 15m-by-15m footprint in the terrain. Clearly not all bare rock areas obvious to the 

runner will be as large as this. The mapper has two choices. One is to exaggerate the size of the rock 

area. However, if this exaggeration conflicts with other nearby mapped features, then the bare rock 
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may need to be removed from the map. It has become regular practice in Australia to add extra 

black to the grey colour mix to enhance legibility.  

Shape limitations: There is a minimum width for the grey area symbol of 0.4mm. Narrow areas of a 

rock shape must be widened to meet this requirement. 

 

Figure 14 Areas of bare rock which will be too small to map unexaggerated according to specification. 

Figure 15 An area of bare rock clearly large enough to map according to specification 

Small knoll – ISOM 2017-2 109 and 110 
IOF: “An obvious mound or knoll which cannot be drawn to scale with a contour.” 

The brown dot knoll can be a rock feature: In granite the brown dot knoll is almost always a rock 

feature [exceptions will be found where the same map contains granite and gravel/sand extraction 

areas].  

Generalisation: The dot knoll feature should be at least one metre above the surrounding ground. 

The oval shaped dot is available to show a specific shape, however irregular shapes can only be 

shown by use of contours. However, as ISOM 2017-2 sets a minimum limit for the size of bends in 

contours, there are limits to what can legibly be shown with contours. By definition the dot knoll is a 

feature which cannot be represented with a contour. As such, a dot knoll (oval or circular) may be a 

generalisation of the rock feature.  

Combination of knolls and cliffs: It is common to find an obvious knoll which is easily walked up 

from one side but is a cliff on the other. The solution is to combine the brown knoll symbol with a 

cliff symbol on the steep side.  

Legibility: These symbols must be used and drawn very carefully when in association with other 

features (the brown dot is obliterated by a rock face and obliterates the grey of bare rock). As this is 

a brown feature, it must have a minimum gap of 0.15mm between it and other brown features. In 

granite terrain this sometimes means cutting contour lines.  

  

Figure 16 A passable rock high point representable by a brown knoll symbol. 

Figure 17 A candidate for combining knoll and cliff symbols 
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Relationship of rock features to other symbols 
Tracks: The representation of man-made features among areas of rock presents some difficulty for 

the mapper if legibility is to be maintained. Tracks are of major significance to the orienteer. To 

ensure that they are legible on the map the track should be mapped first. If necessary, the 

surrounding rock can be shifted slightly and generalised so that the track becomes the central figure. 

A full yellow highlight line may be used to ensure the clear legibility of the track through areas of 

rock detail. Symbol 508.01 in OCAD may serve the purpose. 

Fences: Fences must also be mapped and drawn so they are clearly visible on the map. Broken 

fences are mapped where there is room but can be left off if necessary. If they are left off, they 

should be clearly taped in the terrain and the event information should detail their treatment. 

Black point features: With black point features the mapper must first make a judgement about the 

importance of the feature to the orienteer and if it is to be mapped. If it is to be mapped it must be 

legible among the surrounding rock features.  

Contours: In rocky areas it is the rock which creates the landform, and the contours will reflect this. 

Rock faces and cliffs should bear a strong relationship to the underlying contours with the contour 

being extremely likely to be on the cliff line. Similarly bare rock areas often form areas of raised 

ground or spurs, and this should also be reflected in the contours. 

Water symbols: Clear space must be allowed so that the short watercourses, small marshes, and 

other water features are clearly legible.  

Shades of blue: Care must be taken that the best depth of blue is used. If a darker blue is used the 

small circular waterholes are easily confused with boulders. 

Green: In detailed areas passageways between and through rock features are important to the 

orienteer. The greens must be mapped to reflect this. If the passageway between impassable cliffs is 

to be mapped green, one will come up against an inconsistency in specification requirements. The 

minimum gap between impassable cliffs is 0.25mm. The minimum width of green areas is greater 

than this for all but the darkest green.  

Open land: There is a fine dividing line between bare rock and open land. The judgement should be 

made on the impression gained on first entering the area. If the impression is of runnable rock, then 

it should be mapped as bare rock even if it has a cover lichen or moss. If first impression is a grassed 

clearing, then map as open land. Check for differing first impressions from different directions of 

approach. The area can be generalised with open areas having small areas of unmapped bare rock 

and bare rock areas having some unmapped small, grassed strips or patches. 
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Conversion of older granite terrain maps to the ISOM 2017-2 

specification 
The conversion of older granite maps to full compliance with the most recent specification will 

generally require new field work. The following issues will need to be dealt with: 

• With the change from ISOM 2017 to ISOM2017-2, cliff ends will need to be changed from 

square end or point ends to round ends. In areas of detailed mapping this may lead to gaps 

becoming less than the specified minimum. This is because the rounded end of the cliff 

symbol is created by adding extra length to the end of the symbol. 

• Boulder fields will often be composed of hand drawn triangles. These will need to be 

replaced with the correct symbol. Sometimes the correct symbol will be larger than the old 

symbol, changing both the shape of the boulder field and the gaps between features.  

• Bare rock areas (and yellow areas) will sometimes be smaller in area than allowed in the 

newer specification. Whereas these smaller areas might have been legible with offset 

printing, they may not with CMYK printing. The map converter may need to choose between 

eliminating the feature or exaggerating it, or in the case of clearings, changing the symbol 

from rough open land to normal clearing. It has become Australian practice to add extra 

black to the grey colour mix to enhance legibility of small grey features. 

 

Figure 18 Example of impact of conversion on a sandstone terrain map 

A simple CRT conversion of an old granite map will generally create thousands of non-compliance 

issues in the one map. Solving these issues will generally require significant field work. This may only 

be financially justifiable for major national events. In other cases, the financial implications will 

dictate a hybrid approach of partial conversion and the maintenance of some non-compliant 

cartographic features in the map.  
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Figure 19 CheckOMap error output after the CRT conversion of .33 of a square kilometre of an old, much admired granite 
map. 

Mapping of rock for sprint maps 
Implications of a change of scale: In ISSprOM the rock symbols and definitions are closely aligned 

with those of ISOM 2017-2. The ISSprOM's implication for fieldwork is largely due to the increase in 

scale from 1:15000 to 1:4000. The notes above apply to the larger scale regarding interpretation and 

the specific symbols. It follows that a sprint map cannot be a mere enlargement of a 1:15000 map. 

Any use of a 1:15000 (or 1:10000) as the base for a sprint map must review every rock feature. 

At 1:4000 all large boulders can be expected to be drawn to scale. Boulder fields will often become a 

group of individual boulders and generalised features can be mapped in detail.  

The paradox of sprint and scale: A cardinal guideline for orienteering map making is to map that 

which is obvious to the competitor travelling at competition speed. In sprint events the mapper can 

expect the orienteer to be travelling faster than in a forest event and to therefore notice fewer 

features in the terrain. However, the scale of 1:4,000 invites the mapping of more detailed features 

than is possible on a 1:15,000 map. The mapper must navigate a path through this paradox. Over-

mapping must be avoided, minimum sizes must be retained and the basic criteria of mapping from 

the viewpoint of the elite orienteer maintained. In particular the criteria that every boulder 

immediately recognisable in the terrain must be reflected on the map. 
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Issues that have arisen using ISOM17-2 to map Australian granite 

Small boulder fields 
Those reading the above sections carefully will have noticed differences between traditional 

Australian interpretation of boulder fields and clusters (as seen in the mapping of Kooyoora 1985 

and 2002) and the interpretation of ISOM17-2. The differences are highlighted by the examples 

below drawn from the OMap Wiki.  

 

Figure 20 Examples of an ISOM12-2 compliant boulder cluster from OMap-Wiki and a traditional Australian boulder cluster 
interpretation 

When asked to consider these two examples in isolation, many Australian mappers and orienteers 

think the right-hand example is a clear boulder cluster, but are unsure as to the left hand example. 

To explore these different interpretations, I have drawn a thought experiment of examples. 

 

Figure 21 A boulder field and cluster thought experiment 

Example A is an unambiguous boulder field similar to situations often found in Australian granite 

terrain. It is represented by three scalene triangles. If we were to take earth moving equipment and 

cart away each end of the line of rocks, we would be left with one scalene triangle (B). This is not 

compliant with either the traditional Australian granite mapping style or the conventions of ISOM17-

2. Both state that a single scalene triangle is non-compliant. However, the two conventions handle 

this situation differently. In ISOM17-2 the correct representation is a boulder cluster triangle (D). The 
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traditional Australian solution was to draw two smaller scalene triangles (C) or to use rocky ground 

representation (E). I question both approaches. For ISOM17-2, I wonder why a single isosceles 

triangle is allowable, but a single scalene triangle isn’t. For the Australian approach, I question the 

legibility of the two smaller scalene triangles.   

Example F is a slightly different situation. It represents a line of boulders in which the central 

boulders are more prominent. One way to map this situation is to use an enlarged scalene triangle 

(125%) (F). An alternative is to use the boulder cluster symbol and reorient the scalene triangles (G). 

I feel the use of the boulder cluster symbol is clearer. If we again bring in the earthmoving 

equipment, we are left with either the larger scalene triangle (H) or a lone boulder cluster (I). The 

lone scalene triangle is non-compliant with both ISOM17-2 and the older Australian convention. The 

boulder cluster symbol (I) is compliant. However, the use of the symbol in this situation means the 

runner will have difficulty distinguishing between examples D and I. In the terrain one is prominent, 

the other is less so. Both have equal graphical prominence on the map. This contradicts the maxim 

that mapping should present no surprises to the orienteer. 

The fixing of a minimum size for scalene triangles appears to have had an unintended consequence 

when combined with the rules prohibiting single scalene triangles. Both prominent boulder clusters 

and small area boulder fields are represented by the one symbol. The boulder cluster symbol cannot 

unambiguously indicate to the runner the presence of a prominent boulder aggregation. To me the 

sole scalene triangle (possibly enlarged) seems a better representation of small boulder fields, but 

we can only use this if we are lucky enough to have nearby rocky ground because the earthmovers 

left some rubble (J). In the field some Australian mappers, when faced with a small boulder field, are 

now searching for mappable rocky ground adjacent. The runner in the field has to now assess the 

meaning of the boulder cluster symbol by reading the representation of the terrain around the 

symbol.  This seems illogical. Surely the scale of the rock feature should be the main determinant of 

the representation of feature size? 

To my mind the simple resolution of this confusion is to allow the use of a single scalene triangle of 

ISOM17-2 compliant size to represent small boulder fields. Given the scalene triangle is now of a 

fixed legible size, I think the differentiation between an isosceles and a scalene triangle is a less 

complex cognitive puzzle for the competitor than interpreting the surrounding rock as an aid to 

interpreting the main rock feature. The single scalene triangle was used on the 2021 WOC Long map 

in Czechia. 
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Smaller cliffs on steep slopes 
It is common to find on steeper slopes smaller cliffs that resemble partially buried boulders. The 

middle of the boulder is much higher than either end as the cliff turns back up into the slope on either 

side. Prior to ISOM17-2 these were represented using a crescent shaped drawing of the cliff line using 

a symbol with pointed ends. In the example pointy ends are used sparingly for a specific 

representation of cliff shape. 

 

In ISOM17-2 the square end and point end cliff symbols were replaced by a rounded end symbol. The 

aim of this was to differentiate cliffs from smaller tracks through rocky areas. The elimination of the 

square end cliff was a clear improvement to map legibility. It is not clear that the same can be said for 

point ended cliffs. In fact, it is arguable that point ended cliffs have greater differentiation from tracks 

than round end cliffs. The removal of this form of cliff from the specification has made the 

cartographic representation of some Australian granite less interpretable by the runner.  

We note that a form of pointed end cliffs was used in the WOC Long map in Czechia in 2021. The 

cliff shapes may have been drawn with the plan boulder symbol (206), but the representation of some 

cliffs remains similar to the original point ended cliff symbol. It is hard to argue that the example 

above is any more likely to see cliffs confused with tracks than the example below. 

 


